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Using spherical aberration-corrected electron microscope, annular bright field (ABF) imaging, 

where an annular detector was placed within the bright field region, have attracted much interest, 

because it visualizes light elements simultaneously with heavy one at an atomic level. 

Findlay et al. insists that ABF images are directly and robustly interpretable over a large range of 

thicknesses based on the s-state channeling model [1]. Such characteristic holds for thick specimens 

where incoherent scattering, e.g., TDS, contributes dominantly to the image intensity. J. M. Cowley, 

on the other hand, derived simple formulation of STEM image intensity based on weak-phase-object 

approximation (WPOA) [2]. A thin-ring annular detector placed within the bright field region, an 

essential model of ABF imaging, has expected to give phase contrast image, i.e., potential image of 

the specimen. Experimentally, the image intensity was not sensitive to the amount of defocus (from -

20 to +20nm) and of specimen thickness (from 10 to 70nm) [3]. On the other hand, for very thin 

specimen (~4nm), the intensity at the atomic column was proportional to the specimen thickness [4]. 

But, there are very few experimental evidences about ABF imaging. 

In this study, in order to clarify that ABF imaging is a phase contrast for very thin specimen, 

focus series of ABF images were observed for very thin lithium manganese oxide (LiMn2O4) 

nanowire, using a spherical aberration corrected scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM). 

Synthesized LiMn2O4 nanowires have spinel structure (space group: Fd-3m). They were 

dispersed on a holey carbon support film. The edge of the nanowire was observed from the [100] 

direction using a 50 pm resolution electron microscope, R005, at 300kV. The incident probe has a 

convergent semi-angle (α) of 30mrad with an energy spread of 0.32eV [5]. The inner-outer angle of 

a detector was 15-30mrad in ABF. The electron probe current was fixed to 5.5 pA. 

Figure 1 shows through-focus series of ABF images for the LiMn2O4 nanowire. They show 

reversible column contrast by the change of defocus sign: atomic columns show dark dips at the 



over-focus regime, while they, bright peaks at the under-focus one. The contrast corresponds to the 

position of atomic columns and no artificial contrast appears in the ABF image. Since the dark dip in 

ABF image observed at the defocus of +2nm gave the highest contrast, the optimum defocus was 

determined to be about + 2nm. In detail, the column intensity of the Mn-O column aligned along the 

perpendicular direction to the nanowire axis (indicated by black arrows) increased regularly from the 

edge. It is in agreement with the fact that the specimen is a wedge shape. From comparing with the 

simulation, the number of Mn ions was estimated to be 4, 4, 5 and 5, respectively, at the Mn-O 

columns from the edge. It means that the specimen thickness was around 4nm and below it. 

In concision, we observed reversible contrast in focusses of ABF images for thin LiMn2O4 

nanowire, which indicated that ABF image is interpreted to be phase contrast for thin specimen. 
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Figure 1 Structure model of LiMn2O4 nanowire viewed from the [001] direction and focus series of 
ABF images. The column indicated by green dot consists of one manganese and two oxygen ions per 
unit length (0.83 nm), while the column of red dot, one lithium ion per unit length. In ABF images, 
the defocus was estimated to be from +10 nm (over-focus) to -12 nm (under-focus) by a step of 2 nm. 
The unit cell area is marked by a blue square in the figure. 


